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Abstract 
As the concept of norm is one of the basic concepts of human society, its nomination represents a complex linguistic problem. 
The article presents results of a review of historical dynamics of the Russian lexemes lad and ladit’ in the lexical-semantic field 
norma. Russian dialects and other Slavic languages allow researchers to discover the spread of specific nomination models of the 
concept “norm” in the lexemes lad and ladit’. It is also possible to study its semantic transformation ranging from denoting 
something suitable to denoting something appropriate from the pragmatic and aesthetic points of view. 
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1. Introduction 
The idea of the “norm” is perhaps one of the most basic concepts of human interaction. As such, it attracts not 
only the attention of philosophers, sociologists and scholars of law, but also linguists. This research was based 
primarily on the Russian language data, but it also involved materials from related languages, as a means of 
explanation for complex etymological examples. This article contains an excerpt from this research, specifically 
focusing on narrowing down the status of the lexems lad and ladit’ in the lexical-semantic field “norm” throughout 
its evolution.  
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2. History of lexemes lad and ladit’ in lexical-semantic field ‘norm’ in Russian 
When exploring the functional-semantic field “norm” in modern literary Russian, L.G. Yefanova (2013) presents 
several lexemes naming this concept: lad, ladit’, norma, poryadok, pravilo, pravil’nij and vernij. She notes that these 
lexemes represent the categorical semantic “norm” to the fullest, as all of them, especially the lexem ladit’, reflect 
the concept of the necessity, which prevails throughout human existence. However, when one looks at the lexeme 
lad in modern literary Russian and analyses the areas of its use, one can see that this lexeme is not part of the core of 
the lexical-semantic field ‘norm’. The frequency of use of lad in modern Russian is not more than 3500 appearances 
per 180,000 words; while the lexeme obychaj appears approximately 6,000 times in the same amount of text. Pravilo 
appears approx. 35,000, norma — approx. 15,000, poryadok — more than 51,000 (NCRL). 
Lad in the meaning “agreement, peace, and/or friendship” is used primarily to describe interpersonal 
relationships, both in free word combination and set expressions; for instance (to be, to live) v ladu/v ladah, as 
‘friendly, in agreement’ and ne v ladu ‘in disagreement’. The lexical-semantic variant lad ‘order, working well 
together’ directly reflects the concept “norm” although the function of this meaning is limited. In the given lexical-
semantic variant, lad is used primarily in texts that describe traditional life. For example: “Так одно к одному 
пригнано, что из нескладных кусков как будто и лад какой-то выходит” – “And so, all comes together, though 
the pieces are all different, it is as if some harmony comes out of it”. (Zamyatin, Uezdnoe). “Лад и хозяйская 
крепость примечались во всем: лес на избе был ровный, прямой, подоконники дубовые, толстые, стол 
новый, прочный, печь, занимавшая пол-избы, — велика и плечиста.” (Sokolov-Mikitov “Pyl’”) — “Harmony 
and strength of the owners could be seen in everything: the house was built of straight, smooth logs, the window-sills 
were thick oak, the table was new and sturdy, and the broad-shouldered stove took up half of the house.” 
(Chernyshyov, 1956). Alternatively, lad is used in phrases v lad s kem/chem ‘in agreement with each other or with 
something’, ne v lad s kem/chem ‘not in agreement, not orderly, not in accordance to’, idti na lad ‘to go well, 
harmoniously, to start to go well’, ni skladu ni ladu ‘no connection, no sense’ (Yevgenyeva, 1985). Lexical-semantic 
variant lad ‘process, manner, example’ on the one hand, shows the material, on the other, the ideal concept of 
normalcy. The meaning of the lexeme obrazec is similar to that of lad, however, lad is primarily used in set 
expressions (na some lad, na vsye lady ‘however’) Also one should note that the compatibility of the lexeme is 
limited to meanings pertaining to music (‘mode, type of scale, coupled with a set of characteristic melodic 
behaviours’, ‘frets on musical instruments’, ‘accordion buttons, wind instruments keys’). A derived verb ladit’ as 
well as lad is used to denote aspects of relationships ‘to live in peace, agreement’, to denote normalization ‘to be in 
agreement’, ‘to put in order, to fix up’, ‘to tune up’, in general ‘to make, to build smth’, ‘to do smth evenly or 
uniformly’, ‘to intend to do smth, to be up to smth’, to denote speaking – dial. ‘to negotiate, to arrange’, ‘to reiterate’ 
(Yevgenyeva, 1985; Chernyshyov, 1956). Lexical-semantic variant ladit’ ‘to put in order, to normalize’, as well as 
lad when denoting norm, functions in texts, describing traditional life; besides, lexemes with a root -lad- when 
denoting norm, functions in set expressions, as it was mentioned above. 
In dialects, the word lad can have various meanings. One can find part of them in Russian literary speech: ‘peace, 
harmony’, ‘mode, manner’, ‘harmony, order’ (Filin, 1980). Different meanings (from the sphere of trade) are used in 
mid-Russian dialects: ‘bargain, haggling’ (Tverskaya, Pskovskaya Oblast s ladu otdali ‘to have made a bargain’) 
(Filin, 1980). The distribution area of these lexemes is the same as the distribution area of “trade” meanings of the 
lexem poryadit’(sya), which has the same root as poryadok  in the lexical-semantic field ‘norm’. In north-Russian 
and northern type of dialects (Tomskaya, Kostromkaya Oblast), the word lad carries the meaning of ‘good, 
favourable result’, ‘work, repair’ (Filin, 1980). In south-Russian dialects lad exists in matrimonial, ritual areas – in 
Smolenskaya Oblast’ ‘a moment of peasant wedding’ (Dobrovolsky, 1914), in Ryasanskaya, Tul’skaya Oblast’ 
ladkovati ‘to present somebody for arranged marriage’ (Opyt oblastnogo velikorusskogo slovarya, 1852). On the 
whole, derivatives with the root -lad- are used to express positive pragmatic and aesthetic evaluation: e.g. ladnyet’ 
‘to become bigger’, ‘to become better’, ‘to become more beautiful and nicer’, ladny ‘big’, ‘good’ (Dobrovolsky, 
1914). There is an interesting parallel between Southern and Mid-Russian dialects and southern Slavonic languages: 
the lexeme lada, which is used in relationship and wedding contexts. Lada carries the meaning ‘a spouse’, ‘dear, 
beloved’ and ‘agreement, arrangement’ in Russian dialects (Filin, 1980) and Bulgarian ‘a girl in wedding ceremony’, 
Serbian ‘a wife’ (Trubachyov, 1987). 
In Russian dialects, the verb ladit' is used in various contexts, which can be grouped by specific topics: trade (‘to 
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bargain’), interpersonal relations (‘to arrange, to negotiate’, ‘to organize a wedding’, ‘to reconcile spouses’, ‘to be in 
love’, ‘to tolerate, to get along with somebody or something’, ‘to cope with somebody or something’, ‘to please, to 
let somebody have something’), music (‘to play/sing according to the melody’) and normalizing something, making 
it ready to use or the state of order or usability (‘to do for, to conform’, ‘to do something evenly or uniformly’, ‘to 
mend, to repair’, ‘to suit, to fit’). Only in this last group of meanings, the verb ladit’ can be seen as an element of the 
lexical-semantic field ‘norm’. This verb also has several other typical meanings for this lexical-semantic field: 
general action (‘to make, prepare something’, ‘to organize, arrange’, ‘to do something, to work’, ‘to intend to do 
something, to be about to do something’), and various household actions (‘to build’, ‘to sew’, ‘to cook, to prepare 
meals’, ‘to heal using witchcraft’) (Filin, 1980). 
When one looks at historical dictionaries, one sees, that words containing the root -lad- have denoted 
normalization, good relations and musical harmony since at least the XI century: laditi ‘to reconcile’ (XII cent.), ‘to 
tune’ (XIII cent.), laditisya ‘to reconcile, to come to an agreement’ (XII cent.), ‘to be in close relation with 
somebody’ (XVII cent.). However, general positive semantics were acquired by such words somewhat later – 
compare ladny ‘equal’, ‘similar’ (XII cent.), ladno ‘equally, evenly’ (XI cent.), ‘in amount measured by even 
numeral’ (XII cent.), ‘agreeably, in agreement’ (XII cent.) and ladno ‘nicely, succesfully, well’ (XVII cent.), as a 
predicate ‘well’ (XVII cent.), lad ‘agreement, order, peace’ (XVII cent.) (Dictionary of Russian language in XI-XVII 
cent). Besides, it is important to note that the word lad was not represented in Old-Russian written sources – 
Sryeznyevsky (1902), Miklošič (1977), Tsejtlin, R.M., R. Vecherka and E. Blagovaya (1994) and Gauptova (2006) 
do not give such a lexeme. There are no words ladьno and ladьny in dictionary by Tsejtlin, R.M., R. Vyecherka and 
E. Blagovaya, which can be found in other aforementioned dictionaries. With consideration to the fact of strong 
influence, which Old-Slavonic and Church-Slavonic languages had on Russian written tradition and literary 
language, this lack of lexemes, as well as great amount of meanings in dialects, is an argument for colloquial usage 
of these lexemes. 
This suggestion is also proved by similar words in other Slavonic languages. Derivatives with the root -lad- are 
functioning in similar meanings in Eastern and Western Slavonic languages, as in Russian: Ukranian lad ‘order, 
arrangement, structure’, ‘custom’, ‘mutual agreement’, ‘mode, manner’, dial. ‘order’, ‘rumor’, ladit’ ‘get along with 
somebody’, Byelorussian lad ‘peace’, dial. lad. ‘order, custom’, ‘harmony, agreement’, ladit’ ‘get along with 
somebody’, Polish ład ‘order, arrangement, structure’, dial. ‘work’, ładny ‘beautiful’, Old-Polish ‘well-organized, 
suitable, appropriate’, диал. ładzić ‘to order, to place, arrange, to prepare; to befit, to be proper, appropriate’, Czech 
bez ladu a skladu ‘without any order, harmony’, laditi ‘to tune, to repair; to suit, to fit’, ladný ‘refined, graceful’, 
слвц. ladit’ ‘to tune; to find something matching in colour’, ladný ‘slim, well-built; smooth, harmonious’ 
(Trubachyov, 1987; Hessen, Stypula, 1980; Copetsky, Filipets; Collar). It is dialects where lexemes with the root -
lad- denote norm or something appropriate and normal. Besides, there is a limited area, where they function in these 
meanings: Eastern and Western Slavonic languages. Southern Slavonic languages only have form *lada (lado), used 
for ritual/ceremonial meanings and denoting interpersonal relations, not the concept ‘norm’ (Trubachyov, 1987). 
Unfortunately, it is difficult to establish the etymology of lexemes with the root -lad- outside Slavonic languages. 
O.N. Trubachyov, quoting Brukner and Bernecker, says, that there is no proven etymology for words with this root. 
Fasmer’s suggestions about relations between Slav. *lаdъ  and  Goth. lētап 'to let', Gaelic laaim 'throw, put, send', 
Greek ἐλάω, ἐλαὐνω 'drive' do not make clear the semantic structure of the lexeme. Trubachev interprets *lаdъ as 
composition of the preposition-indicating prefix *(о)lō + *dhe- ‘to lay, put, arrange’ with -l- as a Indo-European 
auxiliary affix in the Slavonic root (Trubachyov, 1987). 
L.P. Dronova, examining the word ladny within words with general positive meaning in Russian, notes 
limitations of the lexemes *lаdъ, *laditi  and *ladъny  and little  information concerning their origin. However, 
Dronova concludes that due to the semantic structure of the lexeme lad and its derivatives the original meaning was 
‘ordered, well-organized’ and ‘according to pragmatic and aesthetic norms’ (2006). Dronova also quotes E.V. 
Uryson (2004), who writes about evaluation semantics of word lad, which developed as a mix of aesthetic and 
pragmatic evaluation of people and objects in modern Russian. 
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3. Conclusion 
Lad and its derivatives denote norm only in limited contexts: either in texts about traditional life, or in specific 
dialects. Besides, lad and its derivatives are in the periphery of the lexical-semantic field ‘norm’. Normalcy is 
denoted by these words only in East and West Slavonic languages. Therefore such features of compatibility and 
areas of use prevent lexemes with a root -lad- from being the main word to denote a concept ‘norm’ throughout all 
stages of the evolution of Russian language. Nevertheless, the semantic model * ‘something appropriate for use’ > 
‘something right, appropriate, normal’ is unique and deserves special attention in the study of the lexical-semantic 
field ‘norm’ in Slavonic languages. 
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